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Context



  Background & Context

Beloved Licensed characters are selected by players for versus matches 
against sophisticated computer opponents and real life friends.



These licensed characters are unlocked one by one by progressing 
through the Adventure mode story

  Background & Context

Pros: 
Players are presented a 
reason to play single player 
campaign 

Cons: 
…whether the players like it or 
not.



  Player Feedback
● Experienced Players & Longtime Fans • Male • 32-34 years old •
● Average play duration: 6 hours daily (“More on weekends”)

"Having only Kirby unlocked at start of 
game was already enough to deter some 
people [from playing]" 

- Theo

Early Stage Game

Late Stage Game

"You're only going where 
you're going on luck" 

- Matt

aka: expectations of experienced players



● Players are willing to use real-world currency to attain access 
to the fighter characters they are 

○ attached to personally
○ experienced fighting matches with

● Customization will increase personal connection players have 
with their favorite characters

  Takeaways

Make players’ preferred 
characters more accessible!



Experience Goals & Success Metrics



  Heuristic Models

Testers placed their experience unlocking characters via 
random matches between boredom and confusion 

“Horizon of Action” models

Ideal: Player knows what 
steps to take to achieve 
desired outcome

Flawed: Player goes 
through random motions 
with no feedback 
informing future choices

aka: GRINDING

These data models are sourced from The 
Aesthetic of Play by Brian Upton (via MIT 
Press)

My copy is nearly ten years old!

https://mitpress.mit.edu/9780262542630/the-aesthetic-of-play/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/9780262542630/the-aesthetic-of-play/


  Heuristic Models in practice



  Goals & Visions



Work Process



  Flow Integration

Current 
Related Flow

Current 
Unrelated Flow

Proposed 
Feature

Color Key

Proposed Character Customization does 
not require disrupting any current 
Information Architecture



  Wireframe - Customize I like to establish visual 
hierarchy with grayscale 
first. A holdover from 
working in charcoal as an 
illustrator that still works!



  Wireframe - Load Saved Custom I use yellow and blue the 
most to call out 
interactive elements like 
buttons and hotkeys.

Blue and Yellow are the 
most immune to 
colorblindness, and this 
helped several of the 
colorblind designers and 
programmers I’ve 
collaborated with in the 
past ^_^



Risk Management Plan



  Player Research

Rob MJ Jay Theo Matt

Feedback from 
established fans 
of Smash Bros 
can recalibrate 

what players will 
and won’t enjoy 

from 
established IP



  Expert Review - Usability

Proposed 
feature does 

not erase 
current 

campaign

Players that prefer to 
unlock content for 

free over time are still 
accommodated

(MJ, Jay)



  Expert Review - Desirability



  Expert Review - Scalability



  Expert Review - Feasibility

This phase requires 
the most intensive 
collaboration with 
programmers that 
understand where 
and when data is 
loaded to become 

player-facing



Players will play longer, with more satisfaction, using their 
preferred fighters customized themselves

  Takeaway



Any Questions?

Thank you!

If you wish to engage privately or think of 
anything later, please feel free to reach out! 

• @HFoland in work chat  •  Heidi.Foland@workemail.com  •

mailto:Heidi.Foland@workemail.com


Q: When a player unlocks a character, what happens to that character in 
campaign mode?

  Mock Questions 1

A: The order of characters is modular and random, with low-to-zero 
impact on the story told via the campaign. A purchased character can 
be removed from the content pool, replaced with any other character 
or reward.

A: Recent legislation in Europe has created a legal concerns with loot 
boxes available to younger audiences being criminalized as gambling. 
Independent of legislation, however, the players’ empowered access to 
preferred characters has the highest likelihood of increasing satisfaction 
with the target player base.

Q: Could we increase monetization with purchased loot boxes?



Q: Your sampled players cited “boredom” and “frustration”, but still played for 
six hours a day? They don’t sound like we need to cater to them at all.

  Mock Questions 2

A: Many players cited usage of an online walkthrough as a necessity, and 
two explicitly outlined a hack they performed repeatedly on the console to 
reset the CPU match timer to spam the game until unlocking their 
preferred characters. 

QA has a ticket to fix the console breach, but all players willing and 
capable to perform console hacks stated they would have gladly paid real 
world currency to avoid doing so.

The multiple hours of gameplay were done in classic online and local 
matches with preferred characters, avoiding the Adventure campaign 
whenever possible.


